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The cabin floor consists of Wroshyr wood to give it a luxurious and inviting appeal. This
particular type has been recycled from Auzituck anti-slaver gunships that fell out of flavor or
were too damaged to be refitted. The laser burn marks add a nice touch.
Walls have been painted in a matt black, with the northernmost one covered in a blackboard-like
layer so that one may inscribe it. On the other walls there are votive candle holders that
automatically close up should the ship's gravity generators malfunction.
There are three large dimmable light hoops on the ceiling for a soft and warm natural
illumination. Also on the ceiling there are large attuning crystals that are set in each corner.
A gothic looking brushed metal desk rests against the western side, the table has a makeup
drawer with sortation boxes, a vacuum sealable lockable drawer and a jewelry drawer.
Her holocommunicator is neatly built-into the counter, it has been coupled with analogue
buttons that make nice satisfying clicky noises and give proper spring-like feedback.
A projected mirror rests against the same wall, attached to the desk. Neutral lights are attached
in a vertical strip along the reflective surface on each side. This is to ensure that the light cast on
Alaisy's mirrored image is as evenly distributed as possible.
In front of the desk stands a mesh executive chair, suited for Alaisy's height. It avoids the usual
leather because it would stick to her latex suit.
The bathroom comes equipped with a well hidden away refresher. The same place also has an
industrial high pressure oxygen compressor installed so that she can replenish her portable
supply tanks. Walls are adorned with high-end black crystalline marble with dramatic gold
veining, neatly polished and sealed. There’s a brushed pure copper bathtub with a bottle and
glass holder included. Candle sconces protrude from walls on opposing sides.
The bedroom has a projected adjustable repulsor bed to save space and make sure it supports
her long frame. Laced curtains made from black satin can be extended from either side.
The Sith has requested extra security measures for her cabin including a laser grid to be
installed for any nearby connected vents, several security cameras for her eyes only and
encrypted security codes for entry.

Runic markings in Ancient Sith have been spread around the space. Cleaning staff and security
personnel have been made aware of their locations. Exactly what these do when triggered is
anybody’s guess, but the Sith explicitly said,
“Nothing good.”

